Enabling your Compliance with Social Distancing
The Government insists that Key Service providers, including retailers, take measures to enforce social
distancing rules with strict restrictions imposed on people flow including; entry and exit provisions and
maximum capacities in an area, resulting in ‘one in, one out’ policies.
To enable these measures many retailers have responded by assigning physical personnel to control
people flow at their entrances. This option is not only expensive but puts the personnel and the public
at risk.
Marlowe Fire & Security has a cost effective, efficient and risk mitigating solution to support our retail
customers during this time.

Measure and manage your occupancy levels to help
comply with Social Distancing restrictions
Our innovative People Counting & Flow Control
Solution can ensure your compliance with Social
Distancing restrictions for the safety of customers
and staff.
The system analyses how many people are inside an
area and allows you to display numbers in real-time.
This can be configured with screen displays at the
entrance to your store that quickly informs customers
whether it is safe to enter or for them to wait until
someone exits because maximum occupancy has been
reached.
The system can trigger an alarm when maximum
capacity is met and can link with a traffic light system or
use audio and visual verification to notify staff/public
when the premises are full.
The technology can be configured with automatic door
closures and door locking systems, automatically
controlling them once the number of people has
reached the store or building’s capacity.
Our enhanced live occupancy solution can be
implemented and customised to your specific
requirements
This solution has been designed to support the wide
range of industries on the frontline of the nation’s fight
against Coronavirus, as well as those looking to prepare
for when current restrictions are eased.

Features
Track and manage People Flow
Monitor occupancy levels to keep customers & staff safe
Easily set and remotely manage occupancy thresholds
Receive automatic notifications
Cover multiple entry/exit points
Easily integrate to any existing door entry system
Visual, physical/audio control and notification systems
24/7 365 support

Benefits
Cost effective – remove the need and risk of physical personnel
Remove the risk of human error and personal conflict
Ensure your compliance with the Government’s Social
Distancing policy
Continue your operation as a Key Service provider
Reduce the risk to your staff

To ﬁnd out how we can support you
please contact us on
0333 010 2000
www.marloweﬁreandsecurity.com
hello@marloweﬁreandsecurity.com

